
cybernetics
vtl backup appliance advantages 

speed
Disk based backup appliances are exponentially faster 
than writing to tape.  backup restores from VTL disk are 
almost instantaneous. 

 iSAN VTLs are capable of backuping data up to 14TB/hr.

intelligent
Cybernetics VTLs offer hardware based, 
post-process deduplication which re-
duces VTL disk utilization and allows 
for maximum backup transfer rates. 
Thin-provisioning of virtual tapes 
further minimizes disk space usage.

A single VTL chassis can hold the deduplicated 
data equivalent of

iSAN's deduplication can achieve over 
                       of the original backup.98% 

1000 TB 
design dr/replication

iSAN VTLs can complete
backup jobs concurrently to 
independent logical libraries 
from different platforms:

iSAN VTLs can move
 

backups to tape without 
affecting users, system or 
network. 

allows you to convert
backups to an entirely 
new 

tape format.
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iSAN backup appliances 

offer more host 
and device interfaces 
than any other com-
peting VTL-including 
iSCSI, SAS, Ethernet,
 Fibre Channel, uSB, 

miniSAS & legacy SCSI 
tape drives and devices.

connectivity

secure

SITE-To-SITE rEpLICATIoN IS 
INCLuDED oN ALL iSAN vTLs & 
AuToMATICALLY MANAGED. DEDu-
pLICATED IMAGES ArE opTIMIZED 
For repLCIATIoN & WoN'T WASTE 
BANDWIDTH.

•data is protect-
ed on disks using 
rAID technology 
or High Availability 
pairs w/ Heartbeat Failover.

•redundant & Hot Swap Disk 
Drive power Supplies are
standard for all iSAN vTLs. 

•access requires a password 
and replication is protected 
using key-managed AES
encryption. 

EFFICIENT

To add more disk capacity to an iSAN 
VTL, simply change out the hot-swap 
drives or add a low-cost capacity 
expansion array. With iSANs typical 
deduplication ratio, an expansion 
unit can hold up to 8,000 TB 
of data in a single
chassis.

the VTL manages the transfer 
of backup images to offline 
tape storage instead of a
separate operation. 

You can automate this
copying for months without 
operator intervention.

 

schedule backup 
copying to offline 
tape storage, and 
control how long 
to keep your back-
up data.  disk space 
is automatically 
recovered and 
managed.

Compatible

backed

iSAN VTLs support every tape drive or tape library for emulation and 
output of backup images. If needed, restores can be done without 
access to the virtual tape library.

Cybernetics provides support via email and phone for the life of 
your VTL regardless of your warranty status. 


